
Cayman’s status as a host for major cross-border litigation trials has
been boosted by two recent mega cases: The Saad case and Primeo
Fund vs HSBC.

Cayman boosted by two mega
litigation cases
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London-based Holman Fenwick Willan (HFW) is set to merge with Texan civil litigation boutique
Legge Farrow in a major strategic drive into the busy US energy and marine markets.

And in a similar move, London-headquartered Eversheds is about to vote on a merger with
Atlanta-based Sutherland Asbill & Brennan, which represents many of the US’s oil and gas companies.

More Transatlantic law firm mergers

The Saad court tr ia l  started in the
summer and is  s lated to take s ix
months. The Primeo trial is due to take

place next year. Both involve huge numbers 
of lawyers, and are regarded local ly as 
proof that the Cayman has truly come of age
as a leading offshore litigation hub.

John O’Driscoll, a partner with Walkers,
observed that the large number of funds with
connections to the Cayman and BVI meant that
there was a lot of this kind of work. “Because of
the funds, we do get these massive insolvency and
litigation cases. Some of them run on for years,
like Lehman and Madoff. It’s very high-end work.”

Walkers itself is representing the liquidators
of Saad, a team from Grant Thornton led by
cross-border insolvency veteran Steve Akers, in
the lengthy trial currently underway. 

Paul Goss, a partner with Walkers who
recently relocated from the Hong Kong office to

Both mergers will benefit from the frenzy of consolidation and
bankruptcy activity which still grips the US’s energy markets,
despite signs of a recovery in the oil price.

HFW and Legge Farrow
Houston-based Legge Farrow has eight partners and nine associates
and is licensed to practice in Texas, Louisiana, New York and California.
The merger will bring HFW’s total number of partners to 170. The
combine will have 450 lawyers and a headcount of 915.

HFW’s insolvency practice is led by Noel Campbell in London.
Campbell specialises in commercial litigation with an emphasis on
financial litigation, fraud and asset recovery, insolvency, company law
matters and trusts. 

He has experience handling matters in offshore jurisdictions and
multi jurisdictional disputes generally. He is a practising CEDR-Solve
mediator and on the UK Court of Appeal panel.

HFW’s global senior partner Richard Crump commented on the
merger with Legge Farrow: “Houston represents a major business hub
for us. Having an on-the-ground US office has been a goal for some
time and this merger will bring us closer to our existing clients in the
region, and enable us to develop more business in our key sectors of oil
and gas, marine and aviation, which are key growth sectors in the
region, as well as building out our sector capability.”

Eversheds and Sutherland Asbill & Brennan 
could merge ‘as early as January’

Partners at Eversheds and Sutherland Asbill & Brennan are set to vote
on their proposed merger on 16 December. A ‘yes’ vote could see the
deal go live as early as January.

The combined firm, which will be known as Eversheds Sutherland,
will be governed by a board made up of partners from both sides.

Eversheds’ restructuring and insolvency practice is headed by Simon
Waller in London. His team includes Jamie Leader in London, together
with Paul de la Pena leading Europe and Kingsley Ong heading up the
Middle East.

Sutherland has a flourishing US bankruptcy and restructuring
practice, with in-depth experience of the oil and gas sector. Jacob
Dweck for instance has over forty years’ experience representing oil and
gas companies, including much bankruptcy work. 

Mark D. Sherrill, a partner who focuses on complex energy
bankruptcy matters, transferred his practice from Washington DC to
Houston at the start of the year. Other leading lawyers include B Knox
Dobbins in Atlanta and Richard Murphy Jr in Washington, DC.

Eversheds posted turnover of UK£405.5 million in 2015-16,
compared to Sutherland’s US$301 million (UK£238 million at today’s
exchange rate) in 2015, with the Eversheds’ housing 1,400 lawyers that
year, compared to around 400 at Sutherland.

The Saad trial Firms and Faces
(1) The first defendant in this fantastically complex trial, Saad Investments Company
Limited (SICL), Singularis Limited and seven other defendants, are represented by Walkers.
The Walkers team is led by partner Colette Wilkins. The counsel team are 
Michael Crystal QC and Mark Phillips QC, both of London’s South Square.

In addition to defending the US$9 billion claim, Saad is the only defendant with
counterclaims of US$6 billion.

(2) HSM Chambers represents six defendants known collectively as the Awalcos. 
William Helfrecht is lead partner for the HSM team. The counsel team consists of
Marcus Smith QC and Bridget Lucas, both of Fountain Court Chambers in London.

(3) A subsidiary of Saad, SICL, a special purpose vehicle called SIFCO5, is represented by
Harneys. William Peake is lead partner for Harneys. The counsel team consists of 
Tom Lowe QC and Jack Watson of Wilberforce Chambers in London.

Mourant represent the plaintiff, with Peter Hayden as lead partner. Their counsel are
David Quest and Emily Gillett, both of Erskine Chambers in London.

London, said he had helped out on the
discovery phase of the Saad litigation. “It was

all hands to the pumps. We had multiple
offices working on the process.”

Analysis



"The biggest part of our job as restructuring and insolvency lawyers
in the past five years has been educating clients, whether debtors,
creditors, or other advisors, about the merits of using the Cayman
Islands legislation to their advantage in any situation where a company
incorporated in the jurisdiction is facing financial distress. 

“The market reaction has been very significant, and we can't see the
trend stopping. If anything, the conditions in the PRC at the moment
look like they will create even more opportunities for us in the short to
medium term,” said Hern.

Venue litigation ‘mega-cases’
The Caribbean is also growing in maturity for large, complex litigation
cases (see Page 9). Hern's view is that "Some of the biggest shareholder
litigation in the world is currently being run through the courts of the
Cayman Islands, the BVI and Bermuda, and investors are quickly realising
that the commercial courts in these jurisdictions are amongst the most
advanced there is, offering time and cost efficiencies not found in many
other jurisdictions around the world. 

“The PRC shareholder litigation market is contributing significantly
to the work load in the courts at the moment, and we see it continuing
going forward,” said Hern.

Cayman proceedings no longer just ‘ancillary’
Neil Lupton, Walker’s restructuring and insolvency partner in Cayman,
commented: “When I first came to Cayman in 2003 the offshore link with
Asia was already strong. Bermuda had originally been the jurisdiction of
choice [for Asian offshore entities]. The growth of Hong Kong companies

TABLE 1 Caribbean companies listed in Hong Kong and Singapore

When Walkers was launched as an offshore law firm in 1964 in the small British dependency of the
Cayman Islands it is fair to assume that the founders would never have dreamt their creation would,
fifty years later, be working in a cross-border restructuring market driven by China.
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How China supercharged the offshore
market in Cayman and British Virgin Islands

Analysis

Of course businesses from many other countries have also
featured in insolvency and restructuring work in Cayman. But it
is the emergence of China as an economic superpower and the

resulting work it generates for Cayman that really stands out.
Table 1 explains this phenomenon. Of all the corporates that are

listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKEX) nearly half are
incorporated in Cayman. This is an astonishing proportion for an
obscure Caribbean island. 

Bermuda is not far behind with just over a quarter. 
Only about 11 per cent of Hong Kong-listed companies are actually

incorporated in Hong Kong, highlighting what an ‘offshore’ centre it is as
well. And roughly 12 per cent are incorporated in mainland China.

Turning to the right-hand list on Table 1, of all the companies listed
on the Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX), over three quarters are
incorporated in Singapore. Nowhere else gets into double figures.
Bermuda is the closest with nine per cent, Cayman and BVI don’t even
get into single figures.

This suggests Singapore still has some way to
go in its highly publicised mission to become
Asia’s Number One cross-border restructuring
hub. No clear winner has yet emerged – if it ever
will. The future growth of Asia could provide
enough business for both centres to flourish.

Fraser Hern, Walkers' restructuring and
insolvency partner in Asia, said that the use of
Cayman as a restructuring venue by corporates
from China had grown recently and was likely
to continue to increase.

Fraser Hern, Walkers

HKEX

Incorporation No. of Companies Percentage

Cayman Islands 956 48.73%

Bermuda 520 26.50%

PRC 233 11.88%

Hong Kong 213 10.86%

British Virgin Islands 9 0.46%

Singapore 9 0.46%

USA 6 0.31%

Canada 4 0.20%

England 4 0.20%

Jersey 3 0.15%

Japan 2 0.10%

Luxembourg 2 0.10%

Italy 1 0.05%

Total 1962 100%

SGX

Incorporation No. of Companies Percentage

Singapore 658 76.42%

Bermuda 77 8.94%

EU 45 5.23%

Others 35 4.07%

France 19 2.21%

Australia 6 0.70%

Malaysia 5 0.58%

Japan 4 0.46%

Thailand 3 0.35%

US 3 0.35%

China 2 0.23%

UK 2 0.23%

Hong Kong 1 0.12%

Indonesia 1 0.12%

Total 861 100%

continued on page 11



from a two-year stint in Hong Kong. Goss
observed: “For private company and joint
venture investments in the PRC, the BVI
remains the jurisdiction of choice, with the
Cayman Islands and Bermuda coming to the
fore when a corporation is looking to list. 

“The jurisdiction in which litigation and
insolvency and restructuring matters involving
stakeholders or the investment vehicle is
played out is often a function of the stage in
the life cycle of the corporation in question,”
said Goss.

“The laws in existence in the respective
jurisdictions reflect the type of work that they
most commonly see, with the Cayman Islands
in particular continually looking to develop its
restructuring regime." 

“In particular, Asian corporates, with a Cayman top co or subsidiary,
wishing to restructure are very interested in the soft touch provisional
liquidation that the Cayman Islands offers.” 

“This provides a moratorium against unsecured creditor action. And
you are also increasingly seeing Hong Kong schemes being run in
parallel with Cayman schemes and a Chapter 15,” said Goss.

Growth provides opportunity
John O’Driscoll, who heads up the insolvency
and dispute resolution (IDR) team at Walkers
in London, said these trends had driven a lot
of the growth at the firm, which has now
grown to nine offices; “We’ve seen a big
opportunity in restructuring in the offshore
world, and this activity is increasing.”

When O’Driscoll joined Walkers four and a
half years ago there were just four specialist
IDR partners globally, working alongside 
16 IDR associates in three offices. There are

now 24 partners in the global IDR group, including seven in the
Cayman Islands and five in Asia, working alongside 46 specialist IDR
associates and senior counsel.

This year the firm opened offices in Bermuda and Guernsey. It also
has offices in Dubai and Dublin.

Where do you need to be ‘offshore’?
According to the OIL 2020 Offshore report for 2015, the BVI has emerged
as the world’s most important offshore jurisdiction (see Table 2).

And when it comes the number of companies incorporated, BVI
comes second only to Delaware in the US (see Table 3). Table 4 only
reinforces the impression of the Caribbean domination of fund
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using listcos in the Cayman has been a feature
for a number of years.”

“What is new is that the Cayman
‘restructuring architecture’ is being increasingly,
and effectively, used to deal with cases
originating in Asia.”

“It used to be that the offshore aspect of
these restructurings would be ancillary,” said
Lupton.

“But as the judiciary, legal system and
professionals in Cayman have grown in

sophistication, so has the use of the Cayman restructuring regime with
similar trends occurring in other offshore jurisdictions.”

“For instance, large restructurings may previously have been
anchored on a US Chapter 11, with perhaps a Cayman Scheme of
Arrangement tacked on afterwards. Now a very common structure is a
Cayman Scheme, and then US Chapter 15 recognition to deal with any
New York law bonds issued by the debtor. This has become quite a
common standard,” said Lupton.

Soft touch liquidations
But it’s not just Cayman, and it’s not just Schemes. Paul Goss is a senior
associate with Walkers who recently returned to the London office

Analysis

Neil Lupton, Walkers

TABLE 2 The most important jurisdictions / 2015 TABLE 3 
Leading Registration Jurisdictions

• Politically stable

• Flexible local
jurisdictions

• Strong international
reputations

• No direct or indirect
taxes

• Cost effective

• Speed

• Effective but non-
intrusive regulation

• Availability of
professional service
providers

Delaware 1,000,000

British Virgin Islands 435,000

Cayman Islands 100,000

Jersey 35,000

Guernsey 20,000

Bermuda 20,000

British Virgin Islands

Hong Kong

Cayman Islands

Singapore

Luxembourg

Jersey

US

UK

Netherlands

UAE

3.9

3.7

3.7

3.4

2.8

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.2

2.1

TABLE 4 Fund Domociles 
All Private Funds (percentage of NAV)

Unites States 49.6% 49.9%

Cayman Islands 37.7% 37.8%

Ireland 4.7% 4.1%

British Virgin Islands 2.6% 2.3%

Luxembourg 1.2% 1.3%

Bermuda 1.1% 1.3%

United Kingdom 1.0% 1.0%

Other 1.9% 2.2%

2014 Q4 2015 Q4

continued from page 10

Paul Goss, Walkers
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John O'Driscoll,
Walkers

Source: OIL 2020 Offshore Report for 2015.




